Buck Bowen is a freethinking MC with a lyrical appetite for skeptical inquiry and critical thinking. He believes in mental fitness through music and that if you think better, you live better.

His music has been described as a Sunday-School-in-reverse. It doesn’t glorify drugs, violence, objectify women, or contain a single curse word, yet it’s controversial because it challenges one’s most cherished notions. “Could the teachings of Jesus be improved?” “Are the Ten Commandments all they’ve been cracked up to be?” And, “What exactly is the soul?” are just a few of many questions his music addresses.

An entertainer at heart who aims to inform and inspire, Buck hits the stage equipped with catchy choruses, vibrant storytelling, and a splash of dry wit.

He has shared the stage with author and philosophy instructor Peter Boghossian as well as released the first ever rap song and music video for the Openly Secular Campaign.
Praise for Buck Bowen:

"Buck's effort to spread reason and rationality through music is exactly what we need now and he's the person to do it!" – Peter Boghossian, Author, activist, and philosophy instructor

"Buck has a lovable personality, hip music style, and I can highly recommend him for any secular event in need of an inspirational and educational entertainer!"  
– Margaret Downey, Freethought Society Founder, activist, and educator

"Buck Bowen brings brains and class to Hip Hop, plus a sharp rational mind. Check him out for some clever lyrics and really nice flows." – Baba Brinkman, Canadian playwright and rapper

"Buck is a passionate, dedicated and intelligent performer."  
– Shelley Segal, singer, songwriter, activist

"Bowen has a smooth, melodic style and polished sound that one would expect from any top Hip Hop act, but with smart, conscious lyrics that ‘buck the system’ in the best way. Yes, pun intended.” – Ian Harris, Stand-up comedian, writer, and skeptic

Instagram: truthbeforecomfort
Twitter: truthb4comfort
Facebook: /buckbowen
MUSIC VIDEOS:

**The Afterlife Party:** [https://goo.gl/xYIDYS](https://goo.gl/xYIDYS)

A skeptical delve into what exactly the soul is, complimented by a vivid, borderline LSD trip inducing animation.

**The Adult Table ft. Peter Boghossian:**
[https://goo.gl/PBj4H7](https://goo.gl/PBj4H7)

Based on the work of Peter Boghossian, this song sets the standard for non-adversarial, non-confrontational, and non-judgmental conversation.

**Openly Secular:** [https://goo.gl/h5Uy8S](https://goo.gl/h5Uy8S)

A message of hope and encouragement for secular people searching for community and understanding.

**Dragon In My Garage (Live w/ Jazz Trio):**
[https://goo.gl/rXzMEe](https://goo.gl/rXzMEe)

Adapted from Carl Sagan’s book, *The Demon-Haunted World*, this song explains the difference between an unfalsifiable claim and no claim at all.
CLICK BELOW FOR ADDITIONAL MUSIC:
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